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a b s t r a c t
Let γ = 0.577215664 . . . denote the Euler–Mascheroni constant, and let the sequence















The main aim of this paper is to determine the values a, b, c, d which provide the fastest
sequence (wn)n≥1 approximating the Euler–Mascheroni constant.
© 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction and preliminaries






− ln n (n ∈ N := {1, 2, 3, . . .}).
Several bounds for Dn − γ have been given in the literature. We recall some of them:
1
2(n+ 1) < Dn − γ <
1
2(n− 1) for n ≥ 2 ([1]),
1
2(n+ 1) < Dn − γ <
1
2n
for n ≥ 1 ([2,3]),
1− γ
n
≤ Dn − γ < 12n for n ≥ 1 ([4]),
1
2n+ 25
< Dn − γ < 1
2n+ 13
for n ≥ 1 ([5]),
1
2n+ 2γ−11−γ
≤ Dn − γ < 1
2n+ 13
for n ≥ 1 ([6,7]).
The convergence of the sequence Dn to γ is very slow. Some faster approximations of the Euler–Mascheroni constants were
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and proved
1




Recently, Chen [7] obtained the following sharp form of the inequality (1): for all integers n ≥ 1,
1
24(n+ a)2 ≤ Rn − γ <
1
24(n+ b)2 (2)
with the best possible constants
a = 1√




The second inequality with b = 12 in (2) results fromwhat DeTemple [12] wrote on page 470 of the article. Chen [10] proved
the second inequality in (2), and showed that b = 12 is the best possible.














is strictly increasing and convergent to γ . Moreover, the author proved that
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The main aim of this paper is to find the values a, b, c, d which provide the fastest sequence (wn)n≥1 approximating the
Euler–Mascheroni constant (Section 2). Also, we give the lower and upper bounds ofwn − γ (Section 3).
Before we state and prove the main theorems, let us give some preliminary results.
The Euler–Mascheroni constant γ is deeply related to the gamma function Γ (z) thanks to the Weierstrass formula:











(z ∈ C \ Z−0 ; Z−0 := {−1,−2,−3, . . .}).








is known as the psi (or digamma) function. The successive derivatives of the psi function ψ(z):
ψ (n)(z) := d
n
dzn
{ψ(z)} (n ∈ N)
are called the polygamma functions. The following recurrence and asymptotic formulas are well known for the psi function:
ψ(z + 1) = ψ(z)+ 1
z
(6)
(see [15, p. 258]), and








+ · · · (z →∞ in |argz| < π) (7)
(see [15, p. 259]). From (6) and (7), we get








+ · · · (n →∞). (8)
It is also known [15, p. 258] that






The following lemmas are needed in our present investigation.
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Lemma 1 ([16,17]). If (λn)n≥1 is convergent to zero and there exists the limit
lim
n→∞ n
k(λn − λn+1) = l ∈ R,
with k > 1, then there exists the limit:
lim
n→∞ n
k−1λn = lk− 1 .
Lemma 1 gives a method for measuring the speed of convergence.
Lemma 2 ([18, Theorem 9]). Let k ≥ 1 and n ≥ 0 be integers. Then for all real numbers x > 0:
Sk(2n; x) < (−1)k+1ψ (k)(x) < Sk(2n+ 1; x), (10)
where















Bi (i = 0, 1, 2, . . .) are Bernoulli numbers, defined by
t






















































(x > 0). (11)

















Then, for x ≥ 4,
6
−u′(x)2 > 5u(x)u′′(x). (13)
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Differentiation and applying the left-hand inequality of (11) yields
R′(x) = 3840
17
ψ ′(x+ 1)− 11520
17
1920x4 − 80x2 + 80x− 23
x(5760x4 + 2880x3 + 240x2 − 120x+ 23)
+ 1285200x





















1920x4 − 80x2 + 80x− 23
x(5760x4 + 2880x3 + 240x2 − 120x+ 23)
+ 1285200x
3 − 1983000x2 + 206430x+ 1891673
257040x9
= 3622320x
3 − 7010040x2 + 1427190x− 143543
36720x9(5760x4 + 2880x3 + 240x2 − 120x+ 23)
= 3649237+ 16854870(x− 2)+ 14723880(x− 2)
2 + 3622320(x− 2)3
36720x9(5760x4 + 2880x3 + 240x2 − 120x+ 23)
> 0 (x ≥ 2).
This yields
R(x) < lim






= 0 (x ≥ 2).
This proves (14).
The proofs of (15) and (16) are similar, we leave it to the reader. Consequently,
6



































+ 9894452748824996(x− 4)2 + 4485241143890720(x− 4)3
+ 1060233220623200(x− 4)4 + 127467689187200(x− 4)5
+ 6182190976000(x− 4)6

> 0 (x ≥ 4).
Therefore, the inequality (13) holds for x ≥ 4. 
2. An accelerated approximation to the Euler–Mascheroni constant
Theorem 1 determines the values a, b, c, d which provide the fastest sequence (wn)n≥1 approximating the Euler–
Mascheroni constant.
Theorem 1. Let (wn)n≥1 be defined by (5). For
a = 1
2
, b = 1
24
, c = − 1
48






6(wn − wn+1) = 17768 and limn→∞ n
5(wn − γ ) = 173840 .
The speed of convergence of the sequence (wn)n≥1 is n−5.
Proof. We write the differencewn − wn+1 as power series in n−1,




























a− 4b+ 6c − 4d− 4
5
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+









a4 + 10ab− 10ac










According to Lemma 1, we have four parameters a, b, c, d, which produce the fastest convergence of the sequence from (17)
1
2
− a = 0
−2
3
− 2b+ a+ a2 = 0




a2 − a3 + 3ab = 0
a− 4b+ 6c − 4d− 4
5




, b = 1
24
, c = − 1
48










By using Lemma 1, we obtain the assertion of Theorem 1. 


















over the sequence (Tn)n≥1 defined by (3).
n |Tn − γ | |wn − γ |
5 1.44× 10−4 1.06× 10−6
10 1.94× 10−5 3.8× 10−8
15 5.89× 10−6 5× 10−9
We now propose the following.












is the fastest sequence which would converge to γ .
3. Bounds ofwn − γ
Theorem 2 gives the higher order estimate ofwn − γ .










The constant 330512852 in the upper bound is the best possible.
Proof. The lower bound is obtained by considering the function f defined for x ≥ 0 by
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Differentiation and applying the right-hand inequality of (11) yields
f ′(x) = ψ ′(x+ 1)− 3(1920x
4 − 80x2 + 80x− 23)

















4 − 80x2 + 80x− 23)




26880x7(5760x4 + 2880x3 + 240x2 − 120x+ 23)(3213x+ 1202)6 ,
where
g(x) = 12978614643492517751847127944937+ 125181335330103314558916021246669(x− 3)
+ 296413571676867268399836173089597(x− 3)2 + 348465635957236559695715591514249(x− 3)3
+ 246671824769585407139702161152595(x− 3)4 + 113774659077906339749916168085191(x− 3)5
+ 35229693095638664813593213308687(x− 3)6 + 7302181671341281269281614434291(x− 3)7
+ 975527033001316411236158499192(x− 3)8 + 76156834112776483191337327920(x− 3)9
+ 2645716565458596717393163200(x− 3)10 > 0 for x ≥ 3.
Therefore, f ′(x) < 0 for x ≥ 3.
Straightforward calculation produces f (1) = 8.83 × 10−8 . . . and f (2) = 0.00000596 . . . , f (3) = 0.000001040 . . . ,
thus, the sequence
















is strictly decreasing for all integers n ≥ 1. This leads to
f (n) > lim
n→∞ f (n) = 0,
by using the asymptotic formula (8). Hence, the left-hand side of inequality (19) is valid for all n ∈ N.
The upper bound is obtained by considering the function F defined for x ≥ 0 by
















Differentiation and applying the left-hand inequality of (11) yields
F ′(x) = ψ ′(x+ 1)− 3(1920x
4 − 80x2 + 80x− 23)



















4 − 80x2 + 80x− 23)




210x9(5760x4 + 2880x3 + 240x2 − 120x+ 23)(12852x+ 3305)6 ,
where
G(x) = 80457489563898674616666698104843+ 733274806283153370373557359635452(x− 2)
+ 2431737319286922086358283392509275(x− 2)2 + 4376492711256723215817668680141080(x− 2)3
+ 4957650990667668916681730915558035(x− 2)4 + 3787084112414747744785543161013536(x− 2)5
+ 2012833865971061231585853468264451(x− 2)6 + 749424061132339705160399058376305(x− 2)7
+ 192406966850086960927283274852360(x− 2)8 + 32541290855913855750477492934800(x− 2)9
+ 3270220576280741633688872084736(x− 2)10 + 148181533411316889893879957760(x− 2)11
> 0 for x ≥ 2,
Therefore, F ′(x) > 0 for x ≥ 2.
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Direct calculation produces F(1) = −0.000506058 . . . and F(2) = −0.000010902 . . . , thus, the sequence
















is strictly increasing for all integers n ≥ 1. This leads to
F(n) < lim
n→∞ F(n) = 0,
by using the asymptotic formula (8). Hence, the right-hand side of inequality (19) is valid for all n ∈ N.









n+ 12 + 124n − 148n2 + 235760n3
 − n > 330512852 .




























































































n+ 12 + 124n − 148n2 + 235760n3
 − n = 330512852 + O(n−1)1+ O(n−1) → 330512852 (n →∞). (22)
This means that the constant 330512852 in the upper bound is the best possible. The proof of Theorem 2 is complete. 
In view of the inequality (19) it is natural to ask: What is the smallest number α and what is the largest number β such
that the inequality
17
3840(n+ α)5 ≤ wn − γ ≤
17
3840(n+ β)5
holds for all integers n ≥ 1 ? The following Theorem 3 answers this question.
Theorem 3. For all integers n ≥ 1,
17
3840(n+ α)5 ≤ wn − γ <
17
3840(n+ β)5 (23)







1− γ − ln  87835760  − 1 = 0.374078 . . . and β =
3305
12852
= 0.257158 . . . .









n+ 12 + 124n − 148n2 + 235760n3
 − n > β.
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In order to prove (23) we define the function P by
P(x) = u(x)−1/5 − x,
where u(x) is as in Lemma 3.
Differentiation yields











By (13), we obtain P ′′(x) > 0 for x ≥ 4. This implies that









= 0 (x ≥ 4). (24)










n+ 12 + 124n − 148n2 + 235760n3
 − n (n ∈ N)
is strictly decreasing. This leads to
lim







1− γ − ln  87835760  − 1 = 0.374078 . . . .






The limit relation (25) has been proved in Theorem 2 (see (22)). The proof of Theorem 3 is complete. 
Remark 1. Some calculations in this work were performed by using the Maple software for symbolic calculations.
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